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As discussed in the ariicle Dyni tic Soaritry n d Sailpla e

Energatics, thete is just as much energy in the motion of
sinking air as in sing air. It is, however, quite a bit more
difficult for a glider to get power from downwad moving
air Getting energy from sink requires netative t's or invert-
ed flishi.

The energy a 8lider gets from sinking air tenerally
appears as extra speed (kinetic energy). There is also fre-
quently a loss ofheightas the kin€tic enerty increases. Still,
the increase in kinelic energy can far exceed the loss of
potential enerty due to loss of height. Below are some cal-
culahons demonstrating holv sailplanes carl get energy
Irom sinking air.

Before lookingat the details ofhow the glider Sets energy
from sink, let's look at where the energy comes from- It
cones from the atmosphere. There is kinetic energy in a
mass of downward mo\,ing air If d1e air pushes on some-
thing in the air's direction of motion (down in this case) the
air loses energy at a rare where: HP = Force (lbs) x Velocity
(f/s) / 550.

Tl1is tells us that 10 f/s moving air can lose energy at 1.8

HP for each 100 lbs of force. If the air is moving downwards
at 20 f/s and pushing with a force of 800 lbs (minus 1 g in
an 800Ib glider) then energy is lost by the air ata rate of 29.1

HP Windmill designers use these kinds of calculations for
sid€ways movirg air.

How much of this enerty can a tlider utilize to increase
its speed or height? That wiII clepencl on the L,D ofthe Slid-
er. Aglider with an iniinite LrD could get all the energy lost
by the air, a real glider gets less. We can look at some vector
velo€ity and force diagrams to see how much power a glid-
er can actually Bet. We refer to the Dynamic Soarint Vecior
Diagram, which shows how a glider can tet energy from a
downward grst.

In the diatramwe're lookint ata glider's situationjustas
ithas entered a shong sink pocket. Because of its irerlia and
momentum dre glider's velocity has not yet chanted sitnif-
icantly, remainhg the same as it was in the still air The glid-
er velocity is shown in the diagram as a slithtly downward
sloping vector A downward gust is shown as a dolvnward
pointing vector The relative lvind experienced by tl1e glid-
er at that moment is the tlider's velocity subtracied from
the gust vector The angle between the relaiive wind and
glider velocity js labeled (a).

ln addition to showing velocities the diagram sholvs the
aerodynamic forces on th€ glider. To extract energy in sink-
ing air the glider must push upward on the dowll gust. So
assuming it is dght side up, the glider mustbe h a negative

g situation (we use mimrs 1g in this example).
As in normal pmctice the lift force on the wing is defined

as perp€ndicular to the relative wind and the drag force as
parallel to it. The vectorsumoffte lift and drag is called the
total resultant aerod]'namic force. The angle between th€ lift
and resultant force is labeled (b). The tangent of angle (b) is
the glider's drat to lift ratio (at -1 g).

The smaller angle (b), the better for soaring. To determine
the angle @) we need to know the glider's drag and lift
forces in different situations of speed and t force. For this,
we can create a chart using equations found inchapter 16 of
N,r?, Sonli'r8 Ptlol by Welch and Irvint. The chart Sives glid-
er drags at different speeds ancl g loactings. Angle (b) is the
arctanFnt of the L/D ratio. These drag values are veryuse-
ful when calculating powers and energies.

We separate the total resultani aerod)'namic force on the
glider into two components or paris/ one component paral-
lel to the glider's velocity and one perp€ndicular to it. The
componeit of force Perpendicular to the glider's velocity
changes the Blicler's direction of motionbutnot its speed or
energy- The force v€ctor component parallel to the glider's
velocity results in changes of speed and energy. This
d',namic soaring thrust vector is shown in bold on the dia-

$am. If angle (b) is too large relative to angle (a) this
"thrust" vector reverses ancl becomes a source of drag loss-

Nofe that gravitational forces n€€d not be considered in
this diagram. Thus the diagramcanbe lipped, and works in
any orientation. We include tlle an8le (c) between the hori-
zontal and the glider's velocity vector for ieference, but it is
not us€d in ihe power calculaiions.

Gravity is represented by a conservarive field, which
means that any kinetic energy picked up due to gravity is
precisely offset by a coriesponding loss in potential ener$r
The aetodynamic forces are the ones that change the glid-
er's en€rgy. We will look at some cases that consicler gravi-
tational potential energy after toint through the vector dia-

8ram.
So first let's work a numerical example with the vector

diagram using a glider velocity of 100 f/s and a down Bust
of 20 f/s. This gives an angle (a) between the glider veloci-
ty and retative wind of aboui 11.3 degrees. IJ we push for-
ward on the stick to get minus 1 g we will have a generally
downward lift force on the wing of 800 lbs. The lift force is
perpendicular to the relarive wind and thus points forward
relative to the glider's velocity. This is similar to how a sail
boat sets forward force from a crosswind.

For an inverted L/D = 25 we add a drag force vector that
is 1/25 of the lifi and is parallel to the relarive wincl. The
resultant total aerod)'namic force is tippedback from thelift
vector by an angle (b) of 2.3 clegrees (the arc tan of 1/25).

To find the component of the resultant aerodynamic force
which is pushing the glider in its direction of motion; we
subtract angle O) from angle (a), 11.3 - 2.3 = 9 cleg.

Mulriplying the total resultant force (very close to 800lbs)
by fie sine of 9 de$e€s gives us the force h the diection of
motion. The result in this example is 125 lbs. To get the
power extractecl we multiply fie force limes the speed and
divide bv 550.
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Calculated Glider Drags at Different Speeds and G Loads

clider Specif ications:

Drag@Bestspeed&19
Induced Drag
Friction Drag

Negative G drag Factor
Chart g start

Chart g Increment

40
100

800
60
90
25

Best L:D
@ Speed of

weight
Stall Speed

lnverted Stall Speed
Chart Speed Increment

Drag Chart:

Speeds on top row

G Load

-3

-1.5
-1
-0.5

0
0.5
1

1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6

6.5
7
7.5
I

Notes: Units can be varied, though Lbs and feet/second could represent a modern 1 seater.

Friction drag assumed proportional to speed squared.
Induced drag assumed proportional to lift squared and inverse to speed squared.
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125 lbs x 100 f/s / 550 = 22.7 HP This is the power deliv-
ercd to the tlider's kinetic energy while it is in the down
gust. The immediate dmt losses are already accounted for
by anSle (b). The additional latter losses due to zooming up
and convetint the additional kinetic energy into heitht
(aJter leavinS the sink gust) should now be considered.

An 800 lb sailplane with a 40:1 glide angle requires 3.6 HP
to fly at 100 f/s in a normal tlide. When making a 2 I pull
up the drat and the power consumed increases. Lookint at
our drag chart for a speed of 100 we see that between one
and two t's the draS increases from 20 lbs to 50 lbs. So at 2
g's the power consumption is about 9 HP

Now let's look at the whole cycle of a tlider soaring in
and out of sink pockets. We need to fly a tift/g cycle that
provides enough average upward lift to support the glid-
er - by combining one second of minus one g push over in
sinl aJld two seconds of two g pull up in still air we get aJI
average positive acceleration of one I. This will sustain the

tlider against $e normal one g a€celeration of Sravity.

(-1gx1sec+28x2sec) / 3 sec toLd lime = 1t average

To calculate energy we look at the average power
over the cycle:

( +22.7 HP x 1 ec -9 HP x 2 sec) / 3 sec = 1.6 HP

The net positive power of 1.6 HP corresponds to an aver-
a8e climb rte of about 1.1 f/s for an 800Ib gtider (65 f/min).
ln this example we are cltrbtS by using "sinkl"

Now let's look a little more closely at the effect of gravi-
ty on the sailplane's energy while d].namic soaring. As
noted above the effects of gra\ iry are not oiprimary impor-
tance when dtaumic soaring. Gravity does however limit
how much height change we can make before reaching
excessive speeds and as we noted above resistinS gravity
requires maintaining an average upward lift equal to the

dider's weighi.
The mechanical energy of a glider has two parts: it's

potential enerSy due to height and its kinetic ener8y due to
speed. The potential energy equals mass times heitht times
the gravitational constant- The kinetic enerSy equals one
half of the mass times the spe€d squarecl.

E,potential=Mxhxg
E. kinetic =1/2xMxV2

The Pythagorean relationship tells us that in a right tri-
anble; side A squared plus side B squared equals the length
of the ht?otenuse squared. We can use this r€lahon to sep-
aiate the kinetic energy into two parts one due to horizon-
tal sp€ed and one due to vertical speed. If we choose exam-
ples that keep the Ilorizontal speed constant then the cal-
culations are easier.

Let's calculate the total enerty changes for a glider in rwo
different cases both wherer horizontal speed = 100 ftlsec,
initial vertical speed = -3 ftlsec, weitht = 800lbs, mass = 25
slug (one slug equals about 32 pounds mass).

First, normal tlide,
In a time interval of one tenth of a second the tlider

descends 0.3 feet. The loss of potential enerSy equals M x t
x h. The weitht of 800 lbs is equal to M x g. Thus the poten-
tial energy change is -240 ft-lbs C0.3 feet times 800 lbs).
There is no chante in veftical or horizontal kin€tic energy.
The total energy loss of 2400 ft-lbs/sec coresponds to -4.36
HP

Now let's look at a second case where we encounter a
down tust which allows us to fly at minus one g and accel-
erate rapidly downward wi$oui losing forward speed. In
order to not effect horizontal speed, we require a total aero-
d''namic resultant force that is vertical. This means that the
angle (a) is equal to the sum of antles (b) and (c). This €or-
responds to a down tust velocity of about 7 feetlsecond. If
we ny minus 1 I wiihout a down tust, we will lose forward
sPeed.

At minus one g we accelerate downward at 64 feer per
second squared (32 from gravity and 32 from the aerody-
namic forces). In this exampte, we do it for one tenth of a
second, resulting in an increase of sink rate from 3 f/s to 9.4
f/s. The average sink rate is 6.2 f/s and the h€ight lost; in
1/10 second is 0.62 feet. The loss in porential enerty is 0.62
feet times 800 lbs or -496 ft-lbs. Therc is no change in hori-
zontal spe€d or horizontal kinetic ene€y.

The change in vertical kinetic enerty is ftom 3 (/s
squared to 9.4 f/s squared (both times 1/2 Mass). Which is:
9.4 squared - 3 squared = 88.4 - 9 = 79.4 feet squar€d/sec-
onds squared. Multiplyingby a 1/2 Mass of 12.s slugs gives
a kinetic €nergy increase of 992 ftlbs. W€ subtract the loss in
potential energy from the gain in kinetic enerSy. The total
energy change is a tain ot: 992 - 496 = 496 ft-lbs (in one tenth
ofa second).4960 ft-lblsec corresponds to 9 HP So while in
the sink at minus one t we are getting energy at a rate of 9
HP,

As we saw looking at whole cycles of dips and zooms 9
HP for only part of the time may not be enouth to produce
a complete cycle that gains net energtr It may take stronter
sink than 7 ftlsec for that. ln lhe 20 ftlsec down gust case
fgured earlier d1ere is considerable forward d),'namic thrust
that increases the horizontal velocity and kinetic energy.
With 20 f/s gusts tllere is enough power to over.ome the
losses of the periodic pull ups. ff the pull ups can be made
in upward Susts then the d).namic soaring is parlicularly
effective.

The above calculations d€monshate how a high perform-
ance sailplane can stay up on a day with no lift, but only
pe odic pockets of stront sink.
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